
North Star Brand Platform Definition 

For whom your destination has the most 

appeal 

 

where you are in the world that makes sense 

to those above 

 

that which is most relevant and distinct about 

the destination 

 

what is in it for the visitor 

Target  Audience: 

 

 

Frame of Reference:  

 

 

Point of Difference: 

 

 

Benefit: 



Snohomish County Brand Platform 

 

 

 

Target Audience:  For those wanting to explore and pursue,   

   (extreme recreation, a great buy, a big casino win, etc.) 

Frame of Reference: between Seattle and Canada along I-5 and barely  

   contained by Puget Sound and the Cascades, 

Point of Difference:   Snohomish County is where Seattle gets outside              

      (escapes, gets outdoors, where Seattle meets the outdoors,        

   go out socially, go out shopping, get outside of yourself) 

Benefit:   and opportunities open up. 



• Explore – Diversity means there is a lot to explore.  Furthermore, 

Snohomish County is like an invitation to explore. As one 

interviewee quipped, it is an invitation to “explore the rest of the 

state.” 

• Pursue – Visitors are shown to be pursuers of active lifestyles. And 

Snohomish County offers many pursuits - extreme recreation, a great buy, 

a big casino win, etc. 

o Pursue also brings in the individuality aspect. Think of it as a call to 

action of ‘Explore the outside, and you Pursue yourself.’ 

 

 

For those wanting to explore and pursue,   

Rationale 



• Between Seattle and Canada is how Snohomish County is often described. 

Both must be mentioned because both are important audiences/reference 

points. 

• I-5 is what makes all this activity so accessible.  As one perception study 

interviewee said “they are the closest out of city experience”. That would 

not be true without I-5. 

• If you were just describing the area based on geography, Puget Sound and 

the Cascades are important identifiers in the region.  But they also paints a 

picture of natural beauty (also important in the research). Furthermore, 

their mention signals that this is a place with outdoor activity. 

• Barely contained is a nice thought, as this destination is brimming full with 

all sorts of activity. 

 

between Seattle and Canada along I-5 and barely 

contained by the Puget Sound and the Cascades, 

Rationale 



• “Seattle” is meant to convey visitors to Seattle.  

• As is covered in the Insights, “outside” is meant to have a variety of 

meanings, yet it can hold within it the six main asset themes for the 

County. 

• Outside does not equal outdoors alone. It also means getting outside 

yourself, outside your time, outside your daily grind, outside the 

pressures of a big city, and more. 

 

Snohomish County is where Seattle gets outside 

Rationale 



• Opportunity - speaks to diversity of activity 

• When you allow yourself to “get out” you will find a whole new set 

of choices awaiting you. 

• Opens up –  

o Conjures the mindset of opportunities taking flight 

o Visitors up to the rest of the state 

o Opens up their mind/ state of mind 

o Is a nod to aviation assets 

o A nod to the welcoming, friendly atmosphere in Snohomish 

County. Everything ends on an “up” note; is positive.  

 

 

and opportunities open up. 

Rationale 



Snohomish County Brand Platform 

 

 

 

Target Audience:  For those wanting to explore and pursue,   

   (extreme recreation, a great buy, a big casino win, etc.) 

Frame of Reference: between Seattle and Canada along I-5 and barely  

   contained by Puget Sound and the Cascades, 

Point of Difference:   Snohomish County is where Seattle gets outside              

      (escapes, gets outdoors, where Seattle meets the outdoors,        

   go out socially, go out shopping, get outside of yourself) 

Benefit:   and opportunities open up. 


